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For the variety of representations of a tame quiver, we describe a finite
stratification into smooth subvarieties that are invariant under the group of base
changes and that admit smooth rational geometric quotients. A stratum consists of
all representations that differ only in the parameters of the homogeneous indecom-
posable direct summands. For the special case of the loop our definition coincides
Ž Ž . .with the well-known bundles V. I. Arnold, Uspekhi Mat. Nauk 26 1971 , 101114
Žor decomposition classes of matrices W. Borho and H. Kraft, Comment. Math.
Ž . .Hel . 54 1979 , 61104 .  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 By a general result of Rosenlicht 18 , any algebraic variety acted upon
by some algebraic group can be stratified into finitely many invariant
smooth locally closed subvarieties that admit a smooth geometric quotient.
But in concrete situations one would like to know more about the strata
and their quotients than just their existence.
In this paper we deal with the representation varieties of tame quivers.
Thus for the special case of the loop we look at the set of square matrices
under conjugation. Here one knows from linear algebra a very nice
stratification by so-called Segre classes. To define them precisely, we recall
some combinatorial notation. A Segre symbol of a natural number n is a
Ž .pair  formed by a partition    ,  , . . . ,  of n and a sequence1 2 r
Ž . Ž .q q , q , . . . , q of partitions q  q , q , . . . , q of  . The Segre1 2 r i i, 1 i, 2 i, r ii
Ž .class S  to  contains all n n matrices having r different eigenvalues
 such that the sizes of the Jordan blocks belonging to  are given by thei i
 partition q . Interpreting a matrix as a k X module, we see that twoi
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matrices are in the same class if and only if the decompositions of the
corresponding modules into indecomposables differ only in the continuous
parameters.
Ž .The main result about Segre classes states that each S  is a smooth
rational locally closed GL invariant subvariety of the set of all n nn
Ž .matrices that has a smooth rational geometric quotient Q  . Here only
Ž .the rationality of S  is new. In fact, for the field of complex numbers
 Arnold introduces in 1 the Segre classes as ‘‘bundles of matrices,’’ and he
mentions that they are smooth analytic manifolds fibered over the variety
Ž . Ž .of ‘‘colored eigenvalues,’’ which is our Q  see Section 2.2 . Gibson
 gives in 14 a proof of the smoothness, and he shows in addition that the
Segre classes form a Whitney stratification. This implies in particular that
the closure of a stratum is a union of strata. Next, Borho and Kraft defined
decomposition classes in the general context of semisimple complex Lie
Ž  .algebras as a technical tool for the study of the sheets see 8 . Here the
word ‘‘decomposition’’ refers to the additive JordanChevalley decomposi-
tion inside of a Lie algebra, but for gl their definition coincides with then
definition given above. Borho describes the closure of a decomposition
 class as a union of decomposition classes in 7 . For gl and in then
 language of Segre classes this has been reproved in 11 . Finally, Broer has
made quite a thorough investigation of decomposition classes of semisim-
 ple Lie algebras and their closures in 9, 10 . He proves among other things
that a decomposition class just comprises all elements with conjugate
centralizers, thereby obtaining a very elegant proof for the smoothness.
In the first part of this paper we give another proof for the smoothness
of the Segre classes that uses the elementary theory of sheets as presented
 in 4 . The rationality of the bundles is an immediate consequence of our
approach. Furthermore, we have to derive some geometric properties of
sets of polynomials with prescribed roots which might be of independent
interest.
In the second part of this article we generalize the above results from
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜the loop to an arbitrary extended Dynkin quiver Q of type A , D , E , E ,n n 6 7
˜or E . But to state our findings more precisely than in the abstract, we8
 have to recall from 12, 17 some facts about the representation theory of
these quivers, thereby also fixing the notation.
First of all, the indecomposables are known, as are the homomorphisms
between them, and this is why the extended Dynkin quivers are also called
tame. Each indecomposable is preprojective or regular or preinjective, so
that any module M can be written in an essentially unique way as the
direct sum of its preprojective part M , its regular part M , and itsP R
preinjective part M . The full subcategory R of direct sums of regularI
indecomposables is an abelian category that breaks into a direct sum of
Ž . 1uniserial categories R  parameterized by the projective line P . The set
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Ž .H of those parameters  , where R  has only one simple object, misses
at most three points of the projective line. For  in H and t in N we
Ž . Ž .denote by U  , t the up to isomorphism unique indecomposable of
Ž .R  having regular length t. These indecomposables are called homoge-
neous. The corresponding connected components of the Auslander
Reiten quiver are stable tubes of rank one.
Ž .Now we define a decomposition symbol  as a pair M,  formed by
Ž .the isomorphism class of some module M without homogeneous direct
summands and some Segre symbol  as before. The decomposition class
Ž .D  to  contains all modules isomorphic to
rr i
M U  , qŽ .  i i , jž /ž /i1 j1
for some pairwise different elements  , . . . ,  in H. Given an extended1 r
Ž .Dynkin quiver Q and a dimension vector d we study the variety Rep dQ
of all representations with that dimension vector under the action of the
Ž .corresponding group GL d of base changes. Our main result says
Ž .THEOREM 1. The arious decomposition classes contained in Rep dQ
Ž .form a finite stratification into irreducible smooth GL d -inariant subari-
eties that hae smooth rational geometric quotients.
Here, the finiteness is obvious, because, given a fixed dimension vector,
there are only finitely many choices for M and  . The remaining proof is
done by two reductions. First, one forgets about M by looking at certain
principal bundles and geometric quotients, and then one ends up with
matrix pencils and finally matrices by restricting to the representations of a
subquiver and by applying basic facts about associated fiber bundles.
At first sight, one might be tempted to study not the decomposition
classes but the larger sheets as one does in Lie theory. But already the
action on the open sheet is not separated in general, so that there is no
Ž  .geometric quotient see, e.g., 5, Example 6.1 . However, each sheet
obviously contains a dense open decomposition class. Thus the rationality
of the invariant rational functions follows for each sheet from the rational-
ity of the quotient. This generalizes part of Ringel’s results obtained for
 the open sheet in 16 . In fact, our two reductions mentioned above are
constructive, so that, with some effort, one can write down generators for
the invariants.
In sharp contrast to the Segre classes the isotropy groups of representa-
tions within the same decomposition class are no longer isomorphic in
general, and if they are they need not be conjugate.
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Throughout this article, the following notations and assumptions are
valid. We work over an algebraically closed field k of arbitrary characteris-
tic. All our representations and modules will be of finite dimension over k.
Basic notions from representation theory are used without any further
   1comments. The abbreviations X, Y and X, Y denote the dimensions of
Ž . 1Ž . s tHom X, Y and Ext X, Y , and k is the set of s t matrices with
coefficients in k. We will not distinguish between modules over the path
algebra and representations of the quiver, because the two notions are
 equivalent from the algebraic and the geometric point of view by 4 .
We thank W. Borho for bringing the articles of Broer mentioned before
to our attention.
2. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE LOOP
2.1. Segre Classes
 Of course, the path algebra of the loop is the polynomial algebra k X ,
and the variety of n-dimensional representations is just k nn. As every
mathematician learns in linear algebra, one can describe the similarity
classes of matrices either by the rational canonical form or by the Jordan
canonical form. Fixing the degrees of the invariant factors of the rational
canonical form gives us the sheets for the action, i.e., the irreducible
components of the subvarieties consisting of matrices with prescribed orbit
Ž  .dimension see 3, 15 , and fixing the multiplicities of the eigenvalues as
well as the sizes of the corresponding Jordan blocks, we obtain the Segre
classes.
 Note that the category of finite-dimensional k X modules has almost
split sequences, even though the algebra is not of finite dimension.
Furthermore, all indecomposables lie on stable tubes of rank 1, so that all
indecomposables are ‘‘homogeneous,’’ and therefore Segre classes can be
considered a special case of decomposition classes.
Ž .For a Segre symbol  like that in the Introduction we denote by J 
the irreducible set of all block diagonal matrices starting with Jordan
blocks of sizes q , q , . . . , q for the first eigenvalue  and continu-1, 1 1, 2 1, r 11
ing that way for the other eigenvalues. Obviously, the stabilizers of all
Ž . Ž .matrices in J  coincide, and we call this group H  . Moreover, the
Ž . Žsymmetry group Sym  of  i.e., the group of all permutations of r
. Ž .elements leaving  invariant acts on J  by permutation matrices,
Ž . Ž . Ž .whence the semi-direct product G  of H  with Sym  acts. Observe
Ž . Ž .that S  is irreducible as the image of GL  J  under conjugation.n
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LEMMA 1. For two n n-matrices A and B the following are equialent:
Ž .a A and B are in the same Segre class.
Ž .b The stabilizers of A and B are conjugate.
Ž .  c The endomorphism algebras of the k X modules M and N gien by
A and B are isomorphic.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a  b : Up to conjugation, A and B belong to J  , and
the claim follows from the preceding discussion.
Ž . Ž .b  c : The endomorphism algebras can be identified with the
centralizers, and these are spanned by the stabilizers. Thus the endomor-
phism algebras are even conjugate as subalgebras of the n n matrices.
Ž . Ž . Ž .c  a : We denote by U  , t the indecomposable module given by
a Jordan block of size t with eigenvalue  . Then one has
dim Hom U  , t , U  , s    min s, t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k X   , 
Thus the number of blocks of the algebra End M is the number of
eigenvalues of A and similarly for B. These numbers coincide, since the
two algebras are isomorphic. Furthermore, the given isomorphism induces
isomorphisms between the uniquely determined individual blocks, between
Ž .their essentially unique up to KrullRemakSchmidt decompositions
into indecomposable direct summands, and finally between their homo-
morphism spaces. The claim follows then from the above formula by
Ž   .counting see 13, Section 1 for more details . Q.E.D.
Recall the partial order on the set of all partitions of n defined by
p p if and only if for all indices j the number of boxes in the first j
columns in the Young diagram to p is less than or equal to the corre-
sponding number for p. There is a related partial order on the set of all
Ž . Ž    .Segre symbols. Namely,   , q , q , . . . , q     , q , q , . . . , q1 2 r 1 2 r 
 4if and only if 1, 2, . . . , r is the union of r  non-empty disjoint sets
I , I , . . . , I such that  Ý  and qÝ q hold for all i. Here1 2 r  i j	 I j i j	 I ji i
the sum of partitions is defined as usual by the sum of the individual
 components. The following is a special case of a result in 7 .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2. The closure of S  is the union of all S   with   . In
particular, any Segre class is a locally closed subariety.
2.2. Sheets and Segre Classes
Ž .The invariant factors of a matrix A in J  with eigenvalues  , . . . , 1 r
r Ž .qi, jare given by P Ł X
  . Here j runs from 1 to the maximum sj i1 i
of the r ’s and q is defined to be 0 for j r . We denote by p thei i, j i
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Ž .partition with p  deg P , and by S p the sheet containing all matricesi i
with invariant factors P of degree p .i i
Ž  .As is well known see 3, 15 , there is a smooth geometric quotient
 : S p Q pŽ . Ž .
Ž .that attaches to a matrix the tuple of its invariant factors. Thus Q p ,
p1 Ž .which is isomorphic to the affine space A , is the set of tuples P , . . . , P1 s
of normed polynomials P of degree p satisfying P  P . In the sequeli i i1 i
 twe identify often in the obvious way the set k X of all normed polynomi-
  tals of degree t with affine t-space and the set k X of all polynomials of
Ž . Ž .degree at most t with affine t 1 -space. Then Q p is a closed subset of
s   pi Ž .the product Ł k X . Since S  is a locally closed GL -invarianti1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .subset of S p , its image Q  is a locally closed subvariety of Q p . Our
main result in this chapter reads as follows:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. S  and Q  are both smooth rational arieties, and 
induces a smooth geometric quotient   admitting a section.
For the proof we have to take a closer look at the proof of the
Ž . Ž .  corresponding statement for S p and Q p in 3 . There one considers a
Ž . Ž . Ž . nncertain subgroup G p of GL , two closed subsets Y p  Z p of kn
Ž . Ž . nn Ž .and an open subset U p  Y p in k . Here Z p is the set of all
Ž .rational canonical forms contained in S p , and, by the proof of Lemma
  Ž . Ž . t1.4 in 3 , Y p is isomorphic to Z p  A for some appropriate t.
 Theorem 3.2 in 3 says that the conjugation induces an isomorphism,

G p  Y p U p  S p .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
By restriction we obtain an analogous isomorphism,

G p  Y  U p  S  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .   Ž . Ž .for Y   Y p  S  . By Proposition 1.5 in 3 we have Y  Q 
t Ž . A . Thus we see that the smoothness and the rationality of Q  imply
Ž .that of S  . Finally, the known section  of  restricts to a section   of
 , so that   is the geometric quotient. It is smooth, since it is obtained
from the smooth morphism  by base change.
Ž .The remaining part of the theorem, namely that Q  is a smooth
rational variety, will be shown in Section 2.4 after some preparations in
Section 2.3.
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2.3. Some Operations on Polynomials as Morphisms
The results of this section are crucial for the proof of Theorem 2, and
they belong to classical elementary algebra. However, we could not find
them in the literature.
 In the sequel, we denote by P, Q the normed greatest common divisor
of two polynomials P and Q.
Ž .LEMMA 3. For three natural numbers m, n, h let P n, m, h be the set of
Ž .   n  mŽ n1 m1.  all pairs P, Q in k X  k X  A  A such that P, Q
Ž . Ž .has degree h. Then P n, m, h is a locally closed subariety and P, Q 
   hP, Q is a morphism to k X .
Ž . Ž .  m
h
1Proof. Each P, Q defines a linear map L P, Q : k X 
  n
h
1   nm
h
1 Ž .k X  k X by F, G  PFQG. With respect to
the powers of X as the basis of the above vector spaces the non-zero
Ž .entries of the matrix to L P, Q are coefficients of P or Q, so that the
Ž . Ž . Ž .assignment P, Q  L P, Q becomes a morphism. Now L P, Q is injec-
 tive iff deg P, Q  h.
˜ ˜   Indeed, we can write P P, Q P and Q P, Q Q with pairwise
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜  Ž .Ž .prime polynomials P, Q. For deg P, Q  h we have L P, Q Q,
P 
˜ ˜ Ž .  PQ
QP 0, whence L P, Q is not injective. Reversely, if deg P, Q  h
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ Ž .and 0 PFQG P, Q PFQG we obtain PF
QG, whence
˜ ˜P G with deg P n
 h n
 h
 1 deg G. This implies G 0 F.
Ž . Ž .Since the L P, Q ’s of highest rank form an open set and P, Q 
Ž . Ž .  L P, Q is a morphism, the set of all P, Q with deg P, Q  h is open in
  n  m Ž .k X  k X and P n, m, h is locally closed.
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, for P, Q in P n, m, h the greatest common divisor
 P, Q is the only normed element of degree h of the form PFQG,
where F and G are uniquely determined. This shows that the m
 h n

 h coefficients of F and G are the unique solutions of a non-homoge-
neous system of m n
 2h linear equations whose coefficients depend
on the coefficients of P and Q in a polynomial way. By Cramer’s rule, the
Ž . Ž . Ž .  assignment P, Q  F, G is a morphism, whence also P, Q  P, Q .
Q.E.D.
Ž . Ž .Remark 1. a For h 0 the matrix L P, Q is a square matrix whose
determinant is nothing but the resultant of P and Q.
Ž . Ž .  b The assignment P, Q  P, Q is not a morphism on the set of
 all polynomials with deg P, Q  h. Namely, the set of pairwise prime
Ž .  polynomials is open dense, and P, Q  P, Q is constant on this set.
Ž . Ž .c In particular, we obtain for nm h the subvariety P n, m, m
Ž .of pairs P, Q such that Q is of degree m and divides P. It is obvious that
PŽ . Ž .on P n, m, m the map P, Q  is a morphism.Q
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Ž . Ž . LEMMA 4. Let q q , . . . , q be a partition of n. Define R q  P1 r
r Ž .qi 4Ł X
      for i j . Then we haei1 i i j
Ž . Ž .  na R q is a locally closed subset of k X .
Ž .  4b Take S i  q  q . Assume that Char k 0 or that Char k pi r
˜ Ž .and p does not diide q  q . Then the map P PŁ X
  is a1 r j	 S j
Ž .  Smorphism from R q to k X .
Ž . mc Let p 0 be the characteristic of k. Suppose p is the highest p
m1 4power diiding all q ’s and define T i  p  q . Then the map P Pi i
Ž . p m Ž .   p mTŁ X
  is a morphism from R q to k X .i	T i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a We have R q Q  for the Segre symbol with   q
Ž .and q  q .i i
˜Ž .b First we explain how one obtains P from P without knowing its
  r Ž .qi
1 r Ž .roots. One has P, P Ł X
  , whence P Ł X
 i1 i 1 i1 i
  r Ž .q j
q r qr P P, P . Thus one gets P Ł X
   PP , P 2 j1 j 1 3
˜  Ž .P , P Ł X
  , and finally P P P .1 2 j S j 1 3
Roughly speaking, taking the greatest common divisor is a morphism by
Lemma 3, dividing is a morphism by the last remark, and differentiation or
˜taking a power are morphisms by the very definitions, whence P P is a
morphism.
 More formally, we obtain the map P P, P as the composition
Ž . Ž . Ž .of the morphisms R q  P n, n 
 1, n 
 r , P P, P  and
Ž .  n
 r Ž .  P n, n
 1, n
 r  k X , P, Q  P, Q . Then the map P P1
Ž . Ž . Ž  .is the composition of R q P n, n
 r, n
 r , P P, P, P , and
PrŽ .   Ž .P n, n
 r, n
 r  k X , P, Q  . We leave the remaining pedan-Q
tic arguments to the suspicious reader.
Ž . m r Ž .qic We write q  p q for all i. Then we have PŁ X
 ˜i i i1 i
r p m p m q˜ p miŽ .Ł X 
  . So we can write P as polynomial in Y X ,i1 i
r q˜ p miŽ .thereby obtaining QŁ Y
  with    . We differentiatei1 i i i
q˜ 
1 q˜i i  Ž . Ž .with respect to Y and find Q, Q Ł Y
  Ł Y
  ,i	T i iT i
 thus PQ Q, Q . As before one sees that P P is a morphism.
Q.E.D.
Ž . Ž .2.4. Q  as a Geometric Quotient Under Sym 
We keep the notations introduced before. So  is a Segre symbol with
symmetry group G. Here G is the direct product of the full symmetric
 4groups on the orbits B , . . . , B of G on the index set 1, 2, . . . , r . Let us1 t
assume first that the characteristic of k is a prime p. Then we choose for
each index i the natural number m so that pm i is the highest power of pi
dividing all q  pni j q , where q denotes the part of q prime to p. We˜ ˜i j i j i j i j
Ž . Ž . r 4 Ž .define A    , . . . ,  	 k     for i j and B  1 r i j
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 . r p m i
m j 4 , . . . ,  	 k     for i j and m m . Of course, G acts1 r i j i j
Ž . Ž Ž ..on A  resp. B  by permutations, and both sets are principal affine
Ž Žsets defined by the discriminant resp. by the product Ł Xm m , i j ij i
p m i
m j. .
 X .j
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, we have a G-invariant bijective morphism i: A   B 
Ž . Ž p m1 p m2 p m r .given by i  ,  , . . . ,    ,  , . . . ,  inducing a purely in-1 2 r 1 2 r
separable extension between the fields of rational functions. If the charac-
Ž .teristic is 0 we formally set p 1m for all i. Thus we have A  i
Ž .B  and i id in that case.
Next, we consider the geometric quotient  : k r k r under the action˜
of G by permutations. By the classical theorem on symmetric polynomials,
the components of  are the elementary symmetric polynomials in the˜
variables  that correspond to the individual G orbits. Thus the compo-k
Ž .nents are given by the coefficients of the polynomials Q Q  , . . . , j j 1 r
Ž p m k .Ł X 
  for j 1, . . . , t. In particular, the G-invariant poly-k	 B kj
nomial  is a polynomial 	 in these elementary symmetric polynomials. So
Ž . Ž .we obtain an induced geometric quotient  : B   Z, where B  is
defined by the non-vanishing of  and Z by the non-vanishing of 	 . In
particular, Z is a smooth rational variety.
Ž . Ž .We have a G-invariant morphism 
 : B  Q  defined by
p m i p ni j
m i q˜ i jŽ . Ž . Ž .
  , . . . ,   P , . . . , P with P Ł X 
  . Writing 1 r 1 s j i i i
p m i Ž .qi j  we obtain P Ł X
  , so that 
 is surjective. By thei j i i
universal property of the geometric quotient there is a unique morphism
Ž . : ZQ  satisfying   
.
PROPOSITION 1. The morphism  aboe is an isomorphism. In particular,
Ž .Q  is a smooth rational ariety.
Ž p m kProof. We show that the coefficients of the various Q Ł Xj k	 Bj
. Ž .
  can be determined in a ‘‘polynomial way’’ from 
  , . . . ,  k 1 r
Ž . Ž .P , . . . , P . This defines a morphism  : Q   Z satisfying   
.1 s
The equalities   
    and 
     
 imply to-
gether with the surjectivity of 
 and  that  is the inverse of  .
The wanted properties of the coefficients of the Q are proved byj
induction on the number t of G orbits. We start with the case t 1. If the
Ž .characteristic is 0, we look at the partition q q , . . . , q of n˜ ˜1, 1 r , 1
˜ rŽ . Ž .Ý q  q  r. By part b of Lemma 4, he map P  P Ł X
 i i, 1 1, 1 1 1 i1 i
 r ˜Ž .   Ž .is a morphism from R q to k X , and so is the map P , . . . , P  P˜ 1 s 1
Q . If the characteristic is a prime p, we choose an index j such that1
Ž .n m m holds for all indices i. For the partition q q , . . . , q˜i j i 1, j r , j
Ž . Ž .we apply part c of Lemma 4 to see that P , . . . , P Q  P is again a1 s 1 j
morphism.
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In the inductive step we divide the index set into two G-stable subsets
and apply induction on the two new Segre symbols and their symmetry
groups arising that way. First we treat again the slightly simpler case of
characteristic 0. Since there are at least two orbits, there is an index j such
Žthat the q ’s have at least two different values including the possibilityi, j
.q  0 . Then we consider the partition q consisting of the non-zero q ’s.i, j i, j
The set S of all indices i where q takes its minimal value is clearlyi, j
G-invariant. We split off  into two Segre symbols  and  where 1 2 1
assembles the indices in S and  the others. Of course G is the direct2
Ž . Ž .product of the two symmetry groups Sym  . By part b of Lemma 4 wei
˜ Ž . Ž .Ž .can calculate P Ł X
  in a morphic way. Setting P 1 j k	 S k j
˜n  Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .P , P and P 2  P P 1 , we obtain by Lemma 3 a morphismj j j j j
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .P P 1 , P 2 from Q  to Q  Q  . Since the coefficients of1 2
Ž . Ž .each Q depend only on P 1 or on P 2 we are done by induction.j
For positive characteristic p 0 there are two cases. If there is an index
j with two different n ’s, we look at the partition q given by the non-zeroi j
q ’s. Then we split off  into two parts and argue as before, but usingi, j
Ž . Ž .part c of Lemma 4 instead of part b .
If n  n is for all j independent of i, there is an index j with twoj i j
different q ’s. We look at the set S of i’s where the value of q is˜ ˜i, j i, j
p n j Ž p n jminimal. Then P is a polynomial in X , and we have P Ł X 
j j i
p n j q˜ q˜i, j i, j. Ž . Ž . Ł Y
  with p q  q . By part b of Lemma 4 we˜ ˜i i i 1, j r , j
˜ p n j p n jŽ . Ž .can calculate P Ł Y
  Ł X 
  in a polynomialj i	 S i i	 S i
way.
The rest of the proof runs as in the previous cases. Q.E.D.
2.5. Segre Classes as Associated Fibre Bundles
We fix a Segre symbol  . The uniquenessup to permutationof the
Jordan canonical form just says that the conjugation induces a bijective
GL -equivariant morphism 
 from the associated fiber bundle GL H Ž .n n
Ž . Ž .J  to S  . However, this is not always an isomorphism.
LEMMA 5. The following three statements are equialent:
Ž .a 
 is an isomorphism.
Ž .b At all points the differential of 
 is an isomorphism.
Ž .c The characteristic is zero or none of the  ’s are diided by thei
characteristic p 0.
Ž . Ž .Proof. The equivalence of b and c is straightforward lengthy calcula-
Ž   . Ž .tion see 13, Section 2 for details . Part b together with the bijectivity
Ž .implies that 
 is birational. Since S  is smooth and hence normal,
Ž . Ž . Ž Zariski’s main theorem shows that b implies a see, e.g., 6, AG:
.Theorems 17.3 and 18.2 . Q.E.D.
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Ž .Remark 2. In characteristic 0, apart from the rationality of S  ,
Theorem 2 can also be shown in the following more conceptual way. First
  Ž .of all, as shown by Broer in 9, Section 3.19 , the smoothness of S  is an
Ž . H Ž .easy consequence of Lemma 1. Then S  is isomorphic to GL n
Ž .J  by the last lemma. The same is true for the geometric quotients. Thus
Ž . Ž . Ž .Q  is isomorphic to the geometric quotient of J  under Sym  , and
Ž .this is a smooth rational variety, because Sym  is a group generated by
reflections that acts on an open subset of the affine n-space.
3. DECOMPOSITION CLASSES FOR REPRESENTATIONS
OF TAME QUIVERS
Throughout this section, Q denotes a tame quiver. The double-arrow

K 1 2

will be of particular interest. Its representations are called matrix pencils
in the classical literature or Kronecker modules, because Kronecker was
the first to classify the indecomposables. We will first prove Theorem 1 for
homogeneous decomposition classes. The general case is then reduced to
this one by certain cancellation results shown in Section 3.2.
3.1. Homogeneous Decomposition Classes
LEMMA 6. Let d be a fixed dimension ector and let T , . . . , T be a finite1 r
number of tubes in the AuslanderReiten quier of Q. Then the following
Ž .subsets of Rep d are open:Q
Ž . Ž .a The set Reg d of regular modules.Q
Ž . 
Ž .b The set Reg d of regular modules that do not contain anQ
indecomposable module lying in one of the tubes T , . . . , T .1 r
Proof. Both statements follow easily from the semi-continuity of the
dimension of the homomorphism spaces. Namely, there are only finitely
 many preprojective indecomposables P , . . . , P with dim P  d 1 t i
Ý d .j	Q j0
Ž .Now, M in Rep d contains no preprojective direct summands iffQ
 M, P  0 holds for all i 1, . . . , t. Dually, M contains no preinjective iffi
 Q , M  0 for some appropriate finitely many preinjectives Q . Thusj j
Ž .Reg d is defined by finitely many open conditions.Q
Let E , . . . , E be the simple regular modules in T . Then M in1 p 1
Ž .   
Ž .Reg d contains no module in T iff E , M  0 for all i. Thus Reg dQ 1 i Q
is the intersection of finitely many open sets. Q.E.D.
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Of course, a homogeneous decomposition class is given by a decomposi-
Ž .tion symbol M,  with M 0. First we treat the double-arrow K. Then
Ž .all regular indecomposables are homogeneous. Inside the variety Reg dK
Ž . Ž .with d n, n we consider the open subset U of representations L, R
Ž .with L invertible. The projection L, R  L is an equivariant morphism
onto the orbit of the n n identity matrix E . Thus U is isomorphic ton
Ž . Hthe associated fiber bundle G d  F, where the stabilizer H consists of
Ž 
1 . nn Ž  all pairs g, g and F k is the fiber see, e.g., 5, Section 5 for all
generalities on associated fiber bundles used in the sequel without further
. nncomments . So on U we are reduced to the study of GL on k . Inn
Ž . Ž .particular, we find for a homogeneous decomposition class D  D 0, 
the isomorphism
D  UG d H D   F G d H S  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Since S  is a smooth irreducible locally closed subset of F, D  U
Ž .is so in U. Moreover, the smooth rational geometric quotient Q  of
Ž . Ž . Ž .S  under the H action is also the G d quotient of D  U, and the
Ž .quotient morphism  : D  UQ is smooth. In other words,U U
Ž .Theorem 1 is true for D  U.
Ž .Now recall that GL acts on Rep d in an equivariant way by2 K
a b Ž . Ž .L, R  aL bR, cL dR . The translates of U under this actionc d
Ž . Ž . Ž .cover Reg d , and the translates of UU cover Reg d Reg d .K K K
Namely, U contains precisely those modules that do not contain an
indecomposable from the tube corresponding to 0 in P1. Given finitely
Ž .many modules in Reg d , there is at least one tube to a parameter xK
which contains no indecomposable occurring as a direct summand in one
of the given modules. The transitive action of GL on the projective line2
implies that after an appropriate translation all the given modules belong
Ž . Ž .to U. So every point of D  has a neighborhood U where D  U
Ž .satisfies Theorem 1. Thus D  is a locally closed smooth subvariety,
Ž .because both properties can be checked locally. Furthermore, D  is
Ž .irreducible, because all the D  U are so, and because any two of
them intersect non-trivially. To glue all the various local smooth geometric
quotients to a global one, one has to verify in addition that the action on
Ž . Ž . Ž . 4D  is separated, i.e., that the set Z m, n m, n	D  , MN is
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .closed in D  D  . Now D  D  is covered by the various
Ž . ŽŽ Ž . . Ž Ž . ..UU as above. Z UU  Z D  U  D  U is
just the image of
G d  D  U  D  U  D  UŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .under the morphism g, x  gx, x , and so the preimage of  under
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .   : D  U  D  U Q Q . Thus Z is closed be-U U U U
Ž .cause all Z UU are so.
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Now we look at tame quivers in general. In Fig. 1 we recall the smallest
positive null-root n for the various cases. If we remove in each quiver Q
the encircled point, we obtain a Dynkin quiver Q, and the remaining
vector is the dimension vector of a uniquely determined indecomposable U
which can also be interpreted as a representation of Q. Let S be the
simple corresponding to the encircled point. In the indicated chosen
‘‘local’’ orientation it is simple projective. The only other local orientation
is obtained by dualizing, and all the following considerations and results
dualize, so that we only have to treat the indicated case.
LEMMA 7. Let R be a regular indecomposable with dimension ector
dim R n  n and regular socle E. Then the following conditions are equia-
lent:
Ž . na The restriction of R to Q is isomorphic to U .
Ž . n nb RS is isomorphic to U .
Ž . 1Ž .c Ext E, S  0.
Ž .It follows from c that each tube contains precisely one indecomposable R
satisfying the conditions aboe.
FIGURE 1
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Ž . Ž .Proof. The equivalence of a and b is clear.
Ž . Ž . n nb  c : The exact sequence 0 S  RU  0 induces the
1Ž n. 1Ž . 1Ž n.exact sequence Ext E, S  Ext E, R  Ext E, U . Because the de-
1Ž n.fect is additive on short exact sequences, U is preinjective. Thus Ext E, U
vanishes. Since there is a non-split exact sequence 0 R X E 0,
1Ž .one has Ext E, S  0.
Ž . Ž .c  b : We proceed by induction on n. So let 0 S R V
0 be exact for n 1. We decompose V V  V into its regular andR I
preinjective parts. If V  0, we take the pullback sequence 0 S XR
 V  0. Now V is a proper regular quotient of R, hence withoutR R
1Ž .composition factor E. But Ext E , S vanishes for all regular simplesi
E , . . . , E in a tube except one because of1 t
t t t
1 1       1 S, R  S, E  TrDE , S  E , S .Ý Ý Ýi i i
i1 i1 i1
1Ž .Here we have used the famous AuslanderReiten formula Ext M, N D
Ž . Ž  .Hom TrDN, M see 2 and well-known facts about tubes. Since V doesR
1Ž .not contain the only regular simple E with Ext E, S  0, we have
1Ž .Ext V , E  0. Thus the pullback sequence splits and V embeds intoR R
R, which is impossible, because they both have the same regular top. It
follows that V  0; i.e., V is preinjective. For defect reasons V must beR
indecomposable; hence it is isomorphic to U.
In the inductive step, one takes an exact sequence 0 R  R R1 2
 0 of regular modules such that dim R  n. Then R and R both have1 1 2
regular socle. By induction we have exact sequences
0 S R U 0 and 0 Sn
1 R U n
1 0,1 2
which show that RSn is isomorphic to an extension of U n
1 by U.
1Ž .Because of Ext U, U  0 our claim follows. Q.E.D.
Now, for d n  n the restriction induces an equivariant morphism  :
Ž . Ž . Ž .Rep d  Rep d . Let A d be the inverse image of the open orbit ofQ Q 
n Ž . Ž . HU . Then A d is an open subset isomorphic to G d  F. Because of
End U k one sees by looking at the table of the null roots that after the
choice of a suitable basis the H action on F can be identified with the
Ž . Ž . Ž .action of G e on Rep e for e n, n .K
Ž .This induces a bijection between the isomorphism classes in A d and in
Ž .Rep e that respects the decomposition into indecomposables and theirK
distribution into different tubes. Thus it induces isomorphisms
 GŽ e.A d Reg d G d  Reg eŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Q K
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and

 GŽ e. 
A d Reg d G d  Reg e .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Q K
Ž .Here the modules from the r  3 non-homogeneous tubes are forbidden

Ž .as direct summands of modules in the open subset Reg d . Correspond-Q

Ž .ingly, r tubes do not contribute to Reg e . Of course, the last isomor-K
 GŽ e. 
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..phism induces a bijection D  G d  D  Reg e . Be-Q K K
Ž . 
Ž . Ž .cause D  Reg e is a G e -invariant locally closed set, the homo-K K
Ž .geneous decomposition class D  is a locally closed subvariety ofQ
Ž . 
Ž .A d Reg d . Then the above bijection is an isomorphism of varietiesQ
Ž . Ž . 
Ž .and the smoothness of D  follows from that of D  Reg e .Q K K
Ž . Ž .The smooth geometric quotient  : D  Q  induces a smoothK
Ž . 
Ž . Ž . Ž .geometric quotient  : D   Reg e Q  . Here Q  K K
Ž Ž . 
Ž .. Ž . 
Ž . D  Reg e is open, because  is flat, and D  Reg e isK K K K
Ž . Ž . 
Ž . Ž .the inverse image of Q  , because D  Reg e is G e -stable andK K
Ž . Ž .the fibers are the orbits. Since D  is irreducible, Q  is so, too. ThusK
Ž . Ž .the open subset Q  of the rational variety Q  is rational itself.
3.2. Cancellation of Certain Direct Summands
Now, let A be an arbitrary finitely generated associative algebra. We
consider the familiar affine varieties Modd of d-dimensional A-modules.A
d Ž .The points of Mod are p-tuples m m , . . . , m of d d matricesA 1 p
representing the multiplication by some fixed chosen generators. The
group GL acts on Modd by conjugation, and the orbits correspond to thed A
isomorphism classes of d-dimensional A modules. Given a point m, we
denote by M the corresponding module.
Throughout this section, we fix four natural numbers q, r, s and
t r s and a point c in Modr . Then the stabilizer H of c can beA
identified with Aut C, and we introduce inside the set T of all upper
  triangular block matrices the group P, where 	H and 	GL .0  s
Of course  belongs to k rs. It is clear that P is the semi-direct product
1 0 Ž .4 Ž .4of U and GL  .0 s0 1
t  LEMMA 8. Let MMod be the set of all modules m with C, C A
 C, M and haing C as a submodule. Then M is a locally closed subariety
t Ž Ž . .of Mod , and the projection p from V g g , g , m m	 M , m gA 1 2 i 1
4 g c  , g inertible to M is a GL -equiariant principal P bundle and1 i i t
hence in particular a geometric quotient for the P action. Here GL  P actst
Ž . Ž . Ž 
1 
1.on V by the rule h, p  g, m  hgp , hmh .
Ž .Proof. By the semi-continuity of m dim Hom C, M , the set M 
    4m  C, M  C, C is locally closed. So we have the vector bundle
 : V  g g , g , m m	 M , m g  g c M 4Ž .Ž .1 2 i 1 1 i
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Ž  .above it see 5, Section 3.2 . Of course, M is just the image of the open
subset V of V  where g is invertible. Since   is open, M is open in M 
t Ž . Ž .and hence locally closed in Mod . To see that h, p  g, m alwaysA
belongs to V we calculate

1E E
1 
1 
1 
1hm h hgp  hm g  hm g   hm g i i i i 10 00
E E
1 
1 
1 
1 hg c   hg  c  hg  c  hgp c ;1 i 1 i i i0 0

1 E 
1 hence the first part hgp of hgp is a homomorphism from c to0
hmh
1 as we want. It only remains to show that  is a principal P bundle.
Ž .So let m be a point of M and let g , m be a point of V lying above it.0 0 0
Because  : V  M  is a vector bundle, there is an open neighborhood

1Ž . Ž .U of m and a section  : U   U with  m  g , m 	 V . By0 0 0 0
the openness of V  and the continuity of  , we can even find a smaller
Ž .neighborhood U of m with  U  V . Over this neighborhood we have0
a commutative triangle


1 p U PU
pr 
U
Ž .with 
 p, m  p m. We claim that 
 is a P-equivariant isomorphism.
The equivariance is obvious. Of course the section has the form  m
Ž . Ž . Ž . 
1 
1m, m . So 
 p, m  
 p, m implies mm and mp  mp ,
and hence p p and 
 is injective. The surjective can be proved
Ž .separately for each fiber. So let g, m be a point above m. By assump-
tion, the monomorphism g : c  m induces an isomorphism1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hom c, c Hom c, m . Thus we find an 	Hom c, c such that m 1
Ž . g  . Since m is injective,  is bijective, hence in H. The linear1 1
  Ž .equation g  m has now a solution, because g is invertible. The 2
  
1 element p satisfies gp m and p g m belongs to P. So we0 
have proved that 
 is a bijective morphism. Its inverse is given by the

1Ž . Ž 
1 .formula 
 g, m  g m, m . This is a morphism, too. Q.E.D.
s  1LEMMA 9. Let NMod be the set of all modules n with N, C  0A
 and N, C  q. Then N is a locally closed P-inariant subariety, and the
projection
c  t : 	Mod n	 N  NA½ 50 n
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is a GL -equiariant smooth geometric quotient for the action of the sub-s
group U.
Proof. By the semi-continuity of the dimensions of Ext and Hom, N is
 locally closed. The morphism  is a vector bundle by 5 , so that there are
enough local sections. Finally, the fibers of  are the U orbits, because by
 1N, C  0 any cocycle  is a coboundary. Thus  is the geometric
Ž  .quotient see, e.g., in 5, Lemma 5.5 . Q.E.D.
The two lemmas are combined in the following crucial reduction lemma.
LEMMA 10. Let BMods be a GL -inariant subariety containingA s
   1  only modules n satisfying C, N  N, C  0 and N, C  q. Then the set
AModt of modules isomorphic to CN for some N in B is locallyA
closed. Furthermore, there are a GL  P ariety W and two smooth mor-t
phisms : W A and  : WB such that
Ž .a  is a GL -equiariant principal P-bundle.t
Ž .b  is a GL -equiariant geometric quotient for the action of GL U.s t
Proof. First, let p: V M be as in Lemma 8. It follows easily from
Ž . Ž 
1 .the definitions that the map  given by g, m  g, g mg is an
 Ž .isomorphism of varieties  : VGL  M T . Furthermore,  ist
c Ž . Ž  .GL  P-equivariant, provided this group acts by h, p  g, t 0 n

1 c  
1Ž   .hgp , p p on the right-hand side. The wanted variety W is the0 n
c  s 4preimage of B under the obvious projection from GL  to Mod .t A0 n
Because CN belongs to M for any N in B, the induced morphism  :
WB is still surjective. It is still smooth by base change and Lemma 9,
and still the geometric quotient for the GL U action because there aret
enough local sections.
Next, we look at   
1  W M. Because  is a principal P
bundle and 
1 W is a P-invariant locally closed set, the image A W is
again locally closed. One checks easily that the induced morphism :
W A has all the wanted properties. Q.E.D.
Remark 3. A slightly subtle point in the lemma is to show that M is
locally closed. It is not true that the image of a locally closed set under a
vector bundle projection is always locally closed. For instance, look at the
3 2 Ž .canonical projection k  k and the locally closed set L x, y, z  xz
4 y, z 0 .
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Furthermore, the set of modules containing a fixed module as a direct
summand is not always locally closed. For example, look at the two-param-
eter family
0 a b
 a 0
0 0 0 1M a, b Ž .
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
of modules in Mod 44 . Then the simple module E is a directk X Ž X .
summand iff b 0 or a b 0. Since this set is not locally closed, the set
of all modules in Mod 44 having E as a direct summand is also notk X Ž X .
locally closed.
2   Ž 2 .By the way, the set of all extensions of E by k X  X intersected
with the above two-parameter family consists again of the modules with
b 0 or a b. Thus the set of extensions is also not locally closed. Maybe
this explains a bit why the description of all extensions between two given
 k X modules is still an unsolved problem as far as we know.
3.3. The Proof of Theorem 1
Ž .This is now fairly easy. So let an arbitrary decomposition symbol M, 
be given. Look at the decomposition MM M M into its prepro-P R I
jective, regular non-homogeneous, and preinjective parts. By Section 3.1,
we know that the homogeneous decomposition class B to  is a smooth
subvariety admitting a smooth geometric quotient  : BQ with Q a
smooth rational variety.
In the first step, we set CM M . Then, by the well-knownR I
categorical structure of representations of tame quivers, the conditions
   1      1C, N  N, C  0 and N, C  N, C 
 N, C  q for some con-
stant q are satisfied for all N	B. Thus we can invoke Lemma 10 to see
Ž .that the decomposition class A to M M ,  is a locally closed smoothR I
 subset. Lemma 5.9 in 5 shows that there is a geometric quotient  :
AQ making the following diagram commutative:
W

 BA
   Q
By the smoothness of all involved varieties,   is smooth iff its differential
is surjective in all points. This follows from the commutativity of the
diagram and the functoriality of the differential.
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In the second step, we apply the dual of Lemma 10. Now, the role of B
Ž .is played by the decomposition class to M M ,  and the role of C byR I
M . Again by well-known facts from the representation theory of tameP
   1quivers the assumption of the dual lemma N, C  C, N  0 and
 C, N  q for all N in Bare satisfied. As before, we conclude that the
Ž .decomposition class A to M M M ,  is a smooth variety admit-P R I
ting a smooth geometric quotient  : AQ. This proves Theorem 1.
Ž .Remark 4. a Theorem 1 is also true for tame concealed algebras
and the obvious generalized definition of decomposition classes. Namely,
the homogeneous decomposition classes can be reduced via tilting to the
 quiver situation, using Theorem 3.5 in 5 . The rest of the proof runs as
before if one observes that the global dimension is  2 and that in the
first step the injective dimension of C is  1, and in the second step the
projective dimension is  1.
Ž .b Theorem 1 extends also to finite-dimensional representations of
an oriented cycle, if one defines a decomposition class by fixing the
nilpotent part and by a Segre symbol for the invertible part. By an obvious
associated fiber-bundle construction one ends up with the case of matrices
not having 0 as an eigenvalue.
3.4. Some Differences to the Segre Classes
As Lemma 1 says, a Segre class can be described as the set of all
matrices having isomorphic centralizers or conjugate centralizers. This
characterization is no longer true for the decomposition classes. For a
concrete example, we look again at the double arrow K.
Ž .So for any natural number n, let x x , x , . . . , x be a vector with n1 2 n
Ž .different entries x . For an arbitrary scalar y, the indecomposable U yi
Ž . Ž .has dimension vector 1, 1 , and  acts by 1,  by y. Let M x be the direct
Ž . Ž .sum of the indecomposable projective P 1 to the point 1 and the U x ’s,i
Ž .1 i n. Then all M x belong to the decomposition class with symbol
Ž Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ...P 1 , 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , . . . , 1 . Clearly, the endomorphism alge-
Ž .bra of M x is always isomorphic to the path algebra of the quiver
But a short calculation shows that the centralizers are only conjugate if the
Ž . 2 Ž .set S x of subspaces of k generated by the vectors 1, x , 1 i n, is ini
Ž . 1the same GL orbit as S y . As is well known, PGL acts on P only2 2
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Ž . Ž .3-transitive, so that for n 4 there are M x and M x that do not have
conjugate centralizers.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Next, we consider N x  P 2 M x . Again all these modules belong
to the same decomposition class, and one can see that the endomorphism
Ž . Ž .algebra A x of N x is defined by the quiver
Ž .and the ideal I x generated by the x  
   , 1 i n. One showsi i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that A x is isomorphic to A y iff the sets S x and S y introduced
before are in the same GL orbit. So one finds arbitrarily large families of2
non-isomorphic endomorphism algebras inside the same decomposition
class. For more details we refer in both cases to 13, Sections 1.1.1 and
1.1.2 .
Another point is that we do not know whether the closure of a decom-
position class is a union of decomposition classes. If it is true, it would be
interesting to know which decomposition classes occur and whether the
resulting stratification is Whitney-regular as in the case of Segre classes
Ž  .see 14 .
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